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Abstract 
An embodied conversational assistant (ECA) is a system with sensing, acting and speech 

synthesis/recognition abilities, which engages in situated natural language conversation with human 

partners and assists them in carrying out tasks: robotic helping hands, interactive theater lighting controllers 

etc. The ideal ECA should be truly cooperative, and not just a dummy tool needing constant control and 

adaptation of the human to the tool. I will propose a method for designing ECA’s that produces systems 

that fulfill some basic prerequisites for cooperativity: they are capable of a core set of natural language 

communication skills, and provide support for extensions enabling intention recognition and activity 

coordination skills.  The central idea is to endow agents with a sensor-updated “structured blackboard” 

representational structure called a Grounded Situation Model (GSM), which is closely related to the 

cognitive psychology notion of situation models. The GSM serves as a workspace with contents similar to a 

“theatrical stage” in the agent’s “mind”. The GSM may be filled either with the contents of the agent’s 

present here-and-now physical situation, or a past situation that is being recalled, or an imaginary situation 

that is being described or planned. Furthermore, the GSM contains descriptions of both physical (such as 

objects) as well as mental aspects of situations (such as beliefs of others). Most importantly, the proposed 

GSM design enables bidirectional translation between linguistic descriptions and perceptual expectations. 

To demonstrate viability, an instance of the model will be implemented on a manipulator robot with touch, 

vision, and speech synthesis/recognition. The robot will grasp the semantics of a range of words and speech 

acts related to cooperative manipulation of objects on a table top situated between the robot and human. 

The robot’s abilities will be evaluated using a standard and widely used test of children’s language 

comprehension (the Token Test for Children). The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the proposed method 

for designing embodied conversational assistants through an autonomous robot that scores comparably to a 

normally-developing three-year old child on this test.  
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Single-Page Summary 
An embodied conversational assistant (ECA) is a system with sensing, acting and speech 

synthesis/recognition abilities, which engages in situated natural language conversation with human 

partners and assists them in carrying out tasks. Examples of such systems include robotic helping hands, 

intelligent car computers, or even interactive theater lighting controllers. The ideal ECA should be truly 

cooperative: it should not need a constant command stream but would be able to often behave 

autonomously, and thus it should be able to coordinate plans with the human partner and change plans in 

real-time. However, in existing systems, several prerequisites of fluid cooperation with humans have not 

been yet achieved. Such prerequisites include capabilities for natural interaction using situated natural 

language, as well as a capacity for context-dependent human intention recognition and real-time activity 

coordination.  

 

This thesis will address the above prerequisites through the development of a computational model of 

embodied, situated language agents and implementation of the model in the form of an interactive, 

conversational robot.  I will propose a method for designing ECAs that produces systems that are capable 

of a core set of natural language communication skills, and provides support for extensions enabling 

intention recognition and activity coordination skills.  The central idea is endow agents with a sensor-

updated “structured blackboard” representational structure called a Grounded Situation Model (GSM), 

which is closely related to the cognitive psychology notion of situation models. The GSM serves as a 

workspace with contents similar to a “theatrical stage” in the agent’s “mind”. The GSM may be filled either 

with the contents of the agent’s present here-and-now  physical situation, or a past situation that is being 

recalled, or an imaginary situation that is being described or planned.  

 

Two main desiderata drive the design of GSMs. First, they should “parse” physical situations into 

ontological types and relations that reflect human language semantics. Second, GSMs should enable fluid 

bidirectional translation from sensation-to-language and language-to-action. The proposed three-layer 

hierarchical GSM design satisfies both desiderata. In order to satisfy the first desideratum, the GSM 

contains representations of the self, the agent’s communication partner, and salient passive objects that 

form the physical common ground. The representations of the self and communication partner contain 

descriptions of both the physical (body parts and properties) as well as the mental (beliefs and desires) 

aspects of them. These representations are hierarchical - for example, the physical starts at the level of 

composite objects, which break down to simple objects and their relations, which in turn break down to a 

set of lowest-level nodes representing properties (color, shape etc.). Towards the second desideratum, the 

contents of each lowest-level node "ground out" to three layers of representation. The first layer 

(“stochastic layer”) contains a multi-dimensional continuous probability distribution over property values, 

encoding information in a form suitable for interfacing with sensory subsystems. The second layer 

(“categorical layer”) contains a uni-dimensional discrete distribution over verbal categories, encoding 

information in a form suitable for interfacing with language subsystems. The third layer  (“continuous 

layer”) contains a single multi-dimensional continuous value, which can provide single-valued action 

parameters for motor control subsystems. These three layers enable the desired bidirectional translation: 

verbally described “imagined” objects and events can be augmented / verified through sensory information 

and vice-versa. Apart from specifying the representation, a set of basic processes is proposed. These 

perform elementary GSM operations, such as updating the contents with recent sensory or linguistic 

information etc. 

 

To demonstrate the viability of the proposed GSM design, an instance of the model will be implemented on 

an interactive manipulator robot. The robot will integrate haptic and visual perception with motor control to 

engage in situated spoken conversation with human communication partners. The robot will grasp the 

semantics of a range of words and speech acts related to cooperative manipulation of objects on a table top 

situated between the robot and human. The robot’s language comprehension abilities will be evaluated 

using a standard and widely used test of children’s language comprehension (the Token Test for Children). 

This test will be administered to the robot by a trained speech-language pathologist. The aim of this thesis 

is to demonstrate the proposed method for designing embodied conversational assistants through an 

autonomous robot that scores comparably to a normally-developing three-year old child on this test.  
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0 Overview of proposal 
 

A brief overview of the structure of this thesis proposal follows: In section 1, I will start by 

considering Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA). Initially, following a short definition, 

examples as well as prerequisites for effective ECAs are going to be discussed. The central salient 

idea of this thesis (Grounded Situation Models - GSMs) will be briefly touched upon as a preview 

of the proposed method of fulfilling the prerequisites. In section 2, the discourse on GSMs will be 

interrupted, in order to discuss some basic related notions. The notions of “symbol grounding”, 

“situated language” and "situation models" are going to be introduced, and a discussion of the 

reasons why current NLP subsystems fail to simply “plug-and-play” with vision and motor 

control subsystems when building ECAs will follow.  Given this further motivation, the central 

idea of a GSM will be then be reintroduced in section 3, and discussed in further extent. Two 

desiderata of GSMs will be proposed. Then, specific features of the proposed GSM architecture 

will be motivated by the above desiderata. Also, the overall ECA agent model and the place for 

the GSM in it will be discussed. Then, in section 4, the proposed implementation on the 

conversational robot Ripley will be presented, and issues regarding evaluation will be discussed. 

Finally, in section 5, the projected contributions and extensions of this work are given, together 

with an estimate of the timeframe and resources required. Let us now start with the long-tem 

vision of this work. 

 

1  The Vision: Embodied Conversational Assistants (ECA) 
 

1.1 What is an ECA? 

An embodied conversational assistant (ECA) is a system with sensing, acting and speech 

synthesis/recognition abilities, which engages in situated natural language conversation with 

human partners and assists them in carrying out tasks. 

 

1.2 Examples of ECAs 

Numerous applications await for the development of adequately capable ECAs. One might 

envision robotic lab assistants, that can assist with assembly tasks: for example, the robotic 

platform Ripley [Roy, Hsiao and Mavridis 2004] which is used in this thesis was designed with 

that ultimate purpose in mind. Household helpers that can do more than current systems such as 

the vacuum-cleaner “Roomba”
1
 are another domain of application. Robotic helpers for space 

assembly tasks, such as NASA’s “Robonaut”
2
 project would benefit from advances in ECA 

technology. Finally, many more systems with less anthropomorphic “bodies”, such as cars, 

theater lights [Juster and Roy 2004], and even virtual embodied agents could essentially use 

similar ECA “engines”. 

 

1.3 Marginally qualifying ECAs 

If one relaxes the requirements of the given definition of ECAs, then numerous examples of such 

systems are already in wide commercial use. By relaxing the requirement of speech recognition, 

while limiting sensing to push-buttons and acting to simple servos/valves, then various ATMs / 

ticket selling-machines as well as gas stations could marginally be called “ECAs”. However, the 

point to notice is that such machines most often have very limited domains of application, a very 

inflexible and machine-centric cycle of interaction (usually having single-initiative dialogues), 

and no capabilities of learning / adaptation.  

                                                 
1
 http://www.irobot.com 
2
 http://vesuvius.jsc.nasa.gov/er_er/html/robonaut/robonaut.html 
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1.4 The ideal ECA 

Moving from the existing to the ideal, one would expect an ideal ECA to perform comparably to 

a human assistant, for a wide variety of skills. Here, the notion of a “cooperative assistant” as 

contrasted to a “dummy tool” becomes central. A passive tool, such as a screwdriver or a pen, has 

no autonomy – it needs continuous control by the human. Furthermore, the screwdriver does not 

adapt to the human – in contrast, the human has to learn how to use it, and adapt to its particular 

needs. In essence, the tool does not possess any dynamically updated information about the 

human, the objects it interacts with, as well as the task: it only epiphenomenally “knows” through 

the tool designer’s choices. On the contrary, a cooperative assistant, such as human helping out 

with cooking, achieves coordinated autonomy: when my friend and I are preparing lentil soup, I 

do not need to command every move he makes: I might be washing the lentil while he might be 

cutting the onions, without me supervising/commanding any move he makes. He might even have 

decided to deal with the onions just by seeing me take the lentil, without any explicit “overall” 

command from my side. Also, he would have adapted to quite a variety of choices of order or 

style of task execution from my side. Furthermore notice, that the human assistant is dynamically 

monitoring me, the objects involved in cooking, and keeping track of the current state of the task 

- in total contrast to a “dummy” screwdriver. Finally, he can change plans in case of an 

unexpected outcome or in case I change my mind. 

 

1.5 Prerequisites for better ECAs 

But what are some prerequisites for creating ECAs that exhibit true cooperation? Here, we 

propose that such prerequisites include capabilities for natural interaction using situated natural 

language, as well as a capacity for context-dependent human intention recognition and real-time 

activity coordination. Again, consider the cooking assistant case as an illustrative example. 

First, numerous different types of natural language interactions take place. Commands are given 

(“pass me the dish”) or questions asked (“where is the lentil?”): both are traditionally viewed as 

REQUESTS under speech act theory [Searle 69]. INFORM acts also take place (“the lentil is 

behind you”), as well as PROMISES (“I will prepare the sauce”), and even DECLARATIONS 

(“We call this sauce béchamel”). Then, apart from explicit statements of declaration of intention 

(“Now I want the dishes to be cleaned”), intention is often silently inferred by observing actions 

that naturally belong to specific plans given the situational context. For example, when I see my 

assistant looking at the tomatoes that are within my reach, I might easily have guessed that he 

needs them for the salad he will prepare. Finally, me and my assistant fluidly orchestrate our 

moves and take turns, with or without verbalised action coordination. (I might be awaiting for the 

pieces of garlic that he cuts and might keep adding them to my mix whenever they arrive). 

 

1.6 How to fulfill the prererequisites? 

Having started from the definition of an ECA, having envisioned an ideal ECA, and having 

proposed some prerequisites for such an ECA, what is needed now is a starting point for the 

design of such a system. The approach taken here will rely on a central salient idea, namely the 

notion of a “Grounded Situation Models” (GSM). Grounded Situation Models are “structured 

blackboards” representing the current situational context. The GSM serves as a workspace with 

contents similar to a “theatrical stage” in the agent’s “mind”. The GSM may be filled either with 

the contents of the agent’s present here-and-now physical situation, or a past situation that is 

being recalled, or an imaginary situation that is being described or planned. The design method 

for ECA’s that is proposed and demonstrated, starts by translating a behavioral specification of an 

ECA into a specific structure of a GSM, essentially specifying what aspects of the situation in 

which the ECA is embedded have to be noticed. The method also specifies which processes must 

minimally exist in order to “connect” the GSM to senses and actions. Later, the whole ECA is 

built around the GSM. Thus, there are two main stages in the design method: from behavioral 

spec to GSM, and from GSM to ECA by “building around” the centrally-located GSM. 
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2 Relevant Notions: Symbol Grounding, Situated Language, Situation Models 
  

In this section, three key concepts are going to be introduced: symbol grounding, situated 

language, and situation models. All three of these concepts are crucially involved in the proposed 

method of designing ECAs.  Finally, a discussion of the reasons why current NLP subsystems fail 

to simply “plug-and-play” with vision and motor control subsystems will conclude this section, 

and will provide further motivation for the re-introduction of GSMs in section 3. 

 

2.1 Symbol Grounding 
 

Any system of symbols, if isolated from the physical world, cannot escape becoming circular. For 

example, consider a modern dictionary of English. Each word is defined in terms of other words. 

The entry for “apple” will be built up from other words such as “fruit”, “tree” etc. But then, what 

does “apple” mean to me, if I have no knowledge whatsoever of “fruit” or “tree”? This question 

lies exactly the heart of the symbol grounding problem [Harnad 90], and is also central to the 

highly-relevant Chinese-room argument [Searle 80]. Unfortunately, most traditional NLP 

systems, even those aiming towards semantic representations, suffer from this problem
3
. The 

ECAs described in the proposal presented in this thesis, overcome this problem, by connecting 

the spoken or heard words to sensory data and actions, effectively “grounding” the meaning of 

their symbols to the world.  

 

2.2 Situated Language 
 

Although we may eventually want robots that can converse about a range of abstract topics, a 

natural starting point is to develop means for robots to talk about their immediate physical and 

social context. This parallels the development of semantics from concrete to abstract domains in 

child language acquisition [Snow 72]. Thus, in the proposed systems, language about directly 

observable and manipulable objects preceeds language about distant and imagined situations or 

abstract concepts.  

 

In order to get a better understanding of the implications and requirements of situated language, 

consider partners engaged in a collaborative building task. The partners will often refer to 

physical objects that are available to them, their locations, and their properties. Each person 

knows about the objects through perception, can act upon the objects through manipulation, and 

can talk about the objects that are present. But then perception, action, and language are aligned 

by the structure of the physical environment. However, when trying to build an artifact such as a 

conversational robot, we must address a basic challenge: how should different subsystems such as 

visual perception, motor control, and language interface with each other? This challenge will be 

addressed through GSM’s in this proposal. 

 

2.3 Situation Models 
 

In the cognitive science literature, various experiments have tried to address the nature of the 

representations that are created during human story understanding (“situation models” in [Zwaan 

and Randavsky 98]), as well as mental inference (“mental models” in [Johnson-Laird 83]).  

One of the main results of the research reviewed in [Zwaan and Randavsky 98] is that the 

representations involved are neither image-like nor lists of verbal propositions, but are organized 

along dimensions corresponding to story space, time, protagonist, causality etc., and not their 

                                                 
3
 There exist some notable exceptions, such as [Siskind 2001] for the case of action verbs. 
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narrative counterparts. Also, there is evidence that the same representations that are invoked 

during story understanding are also used for situated language comprehension, this time “filled 

in” through data derived not only through language, but also through the senses. 

  

On the other hand, [Johnson-Laird 83] has focused on inference through counterfactual reasoning 

on similar representations. However, he has also provided a rough taxonomy and overview of 

mental-models, which again are neither image-like not propositional, and which might be only be 

filled by tokens representing directly observable physical attributes, but also by token 

representing conjectured mental attributes of the situation under consideration. Thus, Johnson-

Laird introduces “embedded” mental models, which are models of the mental models of others, or 

even self-reflective models of the self. 

 

The GSMs proposed in this thesis share many attributes of the examples discussed in both of the 

above sources – they are neither purely image-like nor propositional, they contain representations 

of both the physical as well as the mental, and they contain “embedded GSMs” representing the 

estimated GSMs that reside within the mind of others, as seen from the self. 

 

2.4 Why NLP cannot “plug and play” 
 

The development of natural language processing (NLP) technologies and robotics have proceeded 

with relatively little interaction. NLP deals with the discrete, symbolic world of words and 

sentences whereas robotics must confront the noisy, uncertain nature of physically embodied 

systems with sensory-motor grounded interaction. Current computational models of semantics 

used in NLP are variants of “dictionary definitions”, essentially structured networks of wordlike 

symbols, and thus suffer from the symbol grounding problem that was mentioned above. It is 

impossible to directly apply these NLP approaches in any principled way to endow robots with 

linguistic skills since the underlying theories of semantics in symbol-based NLP provides no 

appropriate “hooks” for action and perception [Roy 2005]. Let us consider some specific 

examples of problematic cases. 

 

As a first example, consider trying to hook a semantic network such as a subset of “wordnet” to 

the world. The entry for “apple" in wordnet looks like this: (without following all branches of the 

subtree) 

 

Sense 1 

apple -- (fruit with red or yellow or green skin and crisp whitish flesh) 

          PART OF: apple, orchard apple tree, Malus pumila 

 

What does “red” mean in terms of sensory expectations? What about “green” or “skin”? All of 

this information is not encoded in wordnet, it depends on the sensors of the agent, and has to be 

learned somehow. Anyway, suppose that we have a vision system that through exemplars has 

been trained to recognize “apples”. Would this be enough? Notice that “apple” is a generic – the 

conversational agent must be able to deal with specifics, present or past, fictional or true, such as 

“this apple” or “the small one”, “the apple that you saw yesterday” or even “the apple Eve gave to 

Adam”. But to do so it must have much more than a simple visual-classifier-augmented wordnet 

entry: it needs structured models of the specific situations within which the referred apple exists, 

a way to update the models through sensory or linguistic information, a way to resolve temporal 

and object references, a way to quantify and deal with uncertainty, and much more. All of these, 

and much more, the proposed GSM-based ECA architecture provides.  

 

But let us continue the above example. Let us suppose now that we are informed that “a green 
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sphere is behind you”, and that we had wordnet and a classifier for “green spheres” or even 

maybe a classifier for “spheres” and one for “green things”. Can we readily deal with the 

requirements of representing the information derived by this statement, in a way that will enable 

later sensory verification and augmentation, or question answering (“where is the green one”) and 

physical actuation (“pick up the green one!”). We have wordnet and the two classifiers (“green” 

and “sphere”). Where do we start? All the problems stated in the preceeding paragraph still have 

to be solved, and even more – for example, one has to deal with the underspecification of 

language as compared to sensory evidence. I.e. if we hear that “a green sphere is behind you” we 

know something about the color – that it is “green” but we don’t know the exact shade of green it 

is, which we would if we could see it. We also know something about the position (“behind you”) 

but again much less precisely as compared to sensory evidence etc. 

 

From the above examples, it should have become clear to the reader that no “obvious” way of 

interconnecting existing vision systems with the usual “semantic dictionaries” (such as wordnet-

style semantic networks) and motor systems exists. This is exactly where the proposed GSM-

centric methodology enters the picture: it provides a systematic approach towards building 

systems that fluidly integrate language with perception and action and can be designed with 

guaranteed quasi-minimality given a behavioral specification. 
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3  The proposed solution: Grounded Situation Models 
 

There exist many ways to view GSMs. One can start from the engineering viewpoint and discuss 

their practical roles. A first such role exposed in 2.4, is acting as a hub interconnecting language 

with perception and action subsystems. Another such role that was mentioned in section 1, is 

acting as a starting point in the proposed ECA design method: the behavioral specification is 

translated to a GSM representation with associated processes, and the rest of the ECA is built 

around the GSM. In more traditional AI-terminology, the representational part of the GSM is a 

sensory-updated “structured blackboard”. In terms of its contents, the GSM shares many of the 

characteristics of the “situation models” described in the cognitive science literature. Finally, in 

layman terms, one can view the GSM as a manipulable “theatrical stage” in the agent’s “mind”, 

which may be filled either with the contents of the agent’s present here-and-now physical 

situation, or a past situation that is being recalled, or an imaginary situation that is being 

described or planned. 

 

3.1 Desiderata driving the design of the proposed architecture 
 

In the given proposal of the representations and processes comprising the overall architecture of 

GSMs, two main desiderata have driven our choices: First, that the GSMs should “parse” physical 

situations into ontological types and relations that reflect human language semantics. Second, that 

they should enable fluid bidirectional translation from sensation-to-language and language-to-

action. Let us consider each in turn. 

 

3.2 First desideratum: NL-like parsing of situations 

But how do natural languages parse out situations? On the surface, utterances can be classified 

into speech acts, and can be broken down into syntactical constituents, ultimately decomposable 

to syntactical units such as nouns, adjectives, verbs. Getting deeper, we have semantic units such 

as agent, patient, action etc. But what is the underlying situation model implied by these units? 

The proposal made here is that it might be modeled as consisting of objects and events, each 

having parts, carrying properties, and entering into relations. 

 

It is worth noting here that the objects and events that appear in natural language, do not only 

belong to the physical realm, but also to the mental. Whether philosophically one realm might be 

reducible to the other is not relevant to our discussion here; what matters is that in language both 

my “thought” as well as my “limb” exist as objects, and both “I realized” as well as “The ball 

moved” exist as events. Of course, after deciding to represent both realms, one has to create 

processes that update the contents of these representations, which ultimately must be derived 

through the senses (at least for the minds of others).  I.e. I have no other choice but perceiving 

“limbs” and “thoughts of others” ultimately through my eyes and ears. 

 

3.2.1 Descriptions of the state of the physical (physical objects, parts & properties) 

Let us start with the physical, by considering the way that objects are represented in our proposal:  

these might be either animate (agents) or passive objects.  

(Example: “man” versus “table”).  

Passive composite objects consist of parts (simple objects), which have properties.  

(Example: legs of table (parts) and size/color of legs (properties)) 

Animate agents are two-partite: they have both a directly observable physical (body) as well as a 

hypothesized mental part (mind). The body is described with similar terms to passive objects, 

with the exception of an expectancy for more complicated self-kinesis.  
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3.2.2 Descriptions of the mental and “embedded” GSMs 

There is no standard way, though, of describing the mind: depending on the complexity of the 

task, one might conjecture percepts, beliefs, intentions, goals and so on, as well as many different 

configurations and types of processes operating on them. Different areas of psychology implicitly 

propose quite different models, and furthermore other such models are implied in the folk 

psychology which is embedded in language. However, knowledge of a model of one’s own mind, 

can provide a starting point for conjecturing a model of the mind of others. This is the approach 

taken here: we will suppose that as a starting point, the robot will model the minds of others on 

the basis of its own agent model (ECA model). And furthermore, we will start by assuming that 

others have a GSM with the structure of his own (but different contents), and that the senses of 

others affect the change of their GSM contents through processes similar to the robots (but driven 

through different sensory data, given the different locus/orientation of the sensory organs of 

others).  

 

For example, I might “carve” my beliefs about the current situation in a specific way: I might 

only notice color and size properties for all simple physical objects. Thus, when I try to model the 

mental contents of another human, I might start by conjecturing that he “carves” his beliefs about 

the current situation in a similar way that I do, but that even though the structure of his beliefs is 

the same, the actual contents might differ. Then, within my GSM, I will include an “embedded” 

GSM that corresponds to my conjectured structure and contents of the mental part of the other 

human. Thus, the GSM of the robot will also have to include “embedded GSMs” with 

conjectured structures and estimated contents, which will represent the situation models and 

contents ascribed to other agents (for example, human partners). Differences among the robot̵’s 

GSM and the embedded GSMs ascribed to the humans play a crucial role: for example, if the 

robot knows that human has not seen that there is a red ball on his left but that the human needs it, 

it might choose to inform the human by uttering: “there is a red ball on your left!”, and thus 

aligning this partial content of the human’s GSM with his. Thus, “mental” objects and events (as 

found in natural language) will ground out to entities within either the self-model of one’s mind 

or within the embedded models of other’s minds. Of course, these entities are not directly 

observable, and have to be conjectured on the basis of sensory data (at least for the minds of 

others) – and thus effectively, as expected, from the observer’s point of view, “beliefs” and 

“intentions” are just convenient hidden variables used in order to explain and predict long-term 

patterns of observable physical behavior. 

 

3.2.3 Descriptions of temporal sequences: moments and events 

However, so far we have mainly dealt with “static” entities, such as objects. Once time is 

introduced, the notion of events appears, quantizing the temporal in a way similar to the way 

objects quantize the spatial. Also, in a similar manner to which objects can be referred to in 

language (“the small red one”), events can be (“when I moved my hand”). Events are being 

represented in the current GSM architecture as being caused by appropriate sequences of 

“momentary snapshots” of GSM state. Thus, an appropriate sequence might create a “movement 

started”-type event for object #34 etc. Various considerations on event representations and their 

grounding will be discussed in more detail in the thesis, and specific designs will be presented. 

 

3.2.4 Recapitulation of first desideratum 

In order to satisfy the first desideratum (carving out situations in a way similar to natural 

languages), the GSM contains representations of the self, the agent’s communication partner, and 

salient passive objects that form the physical common ground. The representations of the self and 

communication partner contain descriptions of both the physical (body parts and properties) as 

well as the mental (beliefs and desires) aspects of them. These representations are hierarchical - 

for example, the physical starts at the level of composite objects, which break down to simple 
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objects and their relations, which in turn break down to a set of lowest-level nodes representing 

properties (color, shape etc.).  

 

3.3 Second Desideratum: Bidirectionality between senses and language 

Now, let us consider the second desideratum: how can we achieve bidirectionality between the 

senses and language? First of all, why do we need bidirectionality? Let us suppose the robot is 

asked a question, such as: “what color is the ball on your left?” while the ball is visible. Then, the 

robot needs to translate visual sensory data to linguistic. On the other hand, if the human 

informed the robot that “there is a black ball on your left” while the robot is looking elsewhere, 

then the robot would need to be able to instantiate an appropriate token in its situation model, 

which could provide sensory expectations to be used when later looking towards the left. 

Furthermore, such a token should be capable of later being augmented, and ideally interchanged 

with a sensory-derived token. I.e., when the robot actually looks towards that direction, it should 

be able to match what it sees with what it expects, and in the case of success to augment its 

knowledge of the black ball with the sensory-derived information. For example, after seeing it it 

might be able to know its exact size, while before it only had some rough prior expectations. 

Thus, it is clear that we need bidirectionality, if we are to handle requests for information speech 

acts (question answering) as well as inform-type speech acts. The triple-layering of the proposed 

GSM architecture achieves the required bidirectionality. The first layer readily interfaces to 

stochastic sensory information, the second to categorical information which connects to language, 

and the third to single-valued continuous parameters required for driving action routines. 

 

3.3.1 First example of the purpose and form of the three layers 

An example will help clarify the purpose and form of the three layers. As was said before, the 

“lowest level” nodes of the hierarchy of physical objects are property representations: boxes 

holding the estimated color, size, shape, weight of objects etc. Let us consider the case of the 

color of an object, for example a red sphere.  

 

First, having chosen a color space for the description (RGB for simplicity) suppose that we see 

the sphere, and accumulate the following measurements over time: 

(0.9, 0.1, 0.05), (0.91, 0.09, 0.04), (0.89, 0.11, 0.06) …. 

It is clear that there exists variation in the measurements, which might be caused either by noise 

or by a variation of illumination conditions or (rarely in the case of color) by a variation of the 

“true” color of the object. What the cause of the variation (or uncertainty) is, is not our prime 

concern here. What is needed, is to find a way to represent some knowledge of the variation: and 

a natural way to do so is through a probability distribution, for example: 

Mean value = (0.9, 0.1, 0.05), diagonal variance = (0.01, 0.01, 0.009) 

Of course, we could have chosen a parametric form or a histogram approximation or any other 

form: what matters here is not the specific representation chosen, but the fact the we can represent 

multiple alternative values and assign probabilities to them. Thus, this is the purpose and form of 

the Stochastic Layer: representing multiple probabilistically weighted alternative values through a 

probability distribution. The stochastic layer readily interfaces with sensory data. 

 

Now, suppose that we want to depict the seen object, by drawing it. We cannot afford to keep 

multiple alternatives anymore; a single value is needed. We might for example choose: 

(0.9, 0.1, 0.05) 

Furthermore, when driving other action parameters, very often a single value is needed. For 

example, no matter whether we have uncertainty about the position of an object that we are about 

to grasp, a single initial target position has to be fed to the motor control subsystem, even if it is 

to be refined later. Thus, this is the purpose and form of the Continuous Layer: representing a 

single “most likely” property value, through a continuous vector. This layer readily feeds action 
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parameters to the action subsystem. 

 

Finally, consider not having seen the object, but having heard that “the object behind you is red”. 

Then, a categorical description is required, corresponding to a choice among a finite number of 

verbal categories. And indeed that is what the Categorical Layer provides: a probability 

distribution upon a set of discrete verbal categories (such as “red”, “green”, “blue” etc.). 

 

3.3.2  Second example of the purpose and form of the three layers 

As a further example, consider a ball that partakes in a situation, and consider another of its 

properties - namely not its color, but its position. 

Imagine that you: 

C1) See a ball and estimate its position with some uncertainty 

C2) Need to grasp the ball 

C3) Hear that "the ball is at the left" 

The question then becomes: What is a natural of position for each of the cases C1-C3? 

Once again, the first case is best served by a "stochastic layer" representation, the second by a 

"continuous", and the third by a "categorical", as further illustrated in (figure 1): 

 
Figure 1: GSM representation of the “position” property of a sphere, for information coming 

through vision (col. 1), when no new information has arrived for a while (col. 2 & 3), and for 

information arriving through speech (col. 4 & 5). 

 

3.3.3 Processes accompanying the GSM 

The processes translating among the three layers, and feeding either verbal or sensory information 

to them form the crux of the GSM. These are described in detail in [Mavridis and Roy 05]
4
. 

Several other elementary processes will be proposed for the GSM. Consider the operation of 

                                                 
4
 More details are also available at http://www.media.mit.edu/~nmav 
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“focusing”, which in different variants has been proposed in the cognitive science literature 

[Grosz and Sidner 86]. For example, when the robot is helping out in an assembly task, the GSM 

might be filled with data describing the current situation: the bricks, the human, the human’s 

beliefs etc. Given a command to “move the red brick”, the GSM’s focus might change, bringing 

that particular brick under the spotlight. Subsequent cognitive operations will give higher 

preference to the recently focused areas. Also, given a perceived event, for example the human 

moving the green brick, the focus might follow. The role of such attentional foci has been major 

in experiments dealing with story understanding etc.  

 

3.3.4 Recapitulation of second desideratum 

Towards the second desideratum (bidirectionality between sensory-and-verbally derived 

information), the contents of each lowest-level node "ground out" to three layers of 

representation. The first layer (“stochastic layer”) contains a multi-dimensional continuous 

probability distribution over property values, encoding information in a form suitable for 

interfacing with sensory subsystems. The second layer (“categorical layer”) contains a uni-

dimensional discrete distribution over verbal categories, encoding information in a form suitable 

for interfacing with language subsystems. The third layer  (“continuous layer”) contains a single 

multi-dimensional continuous value, which can provide single-valued action parameters for 

motor control subsystems. These three layers enable the desired bidirectional translation: verbally 

described “imagined” objects and events can be augmented / verified through sensory information 

and vice-versa. Apart from specifying the representation, a set of basic processes is proposed. 

These perform elementary GSM operations, such as updating the contents with recent sensory or 

linguistic information etc. 

 

3.2 “Amodal” GSMs and the imagery debate 
 

Finally, at this stage it is worth addressing the well-known but quite superficial and ill-posed 

“mental imagery debate” [Kosslyn 94]. Here we take neither side – it is not just images that exist 

in the head, nor just unstructured language-like propositions, nor just a mix of both. We propose 

that a grounded situation model (GSM) serves as a mediating amodal representation that lies at 

the center of the interconnection of sensory-derived percepts with linguistic structures as well as 

actions. The GSM is amodal; it consists neither of “images” or “sentence-like strings of 

symbols”. It is not “imagistic” in the sense of being neither a viewer dependent 2D image, nor an 

absolute 3D spatial model. For example, aside from a geometric description of physical parts, it 

includes invisibles such as the beliefs of other agents. Nor is it just an unstructured list of 

language-like propositions, for example describing beliefs or wants or previous discourse. It is a 

representation accumulating information coming in from multiple modalities (vision, touch, 

proprioception, language), which has a structure analogous to the situation the robot is embedded 

in or is imagining. 
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4 Steps, implementation and evaluation 
 

In this section, the steps taken so far towards the purpose of this thesis will be briefly discussed. 

The results achieved will be compared to other existing conversational robots in the literature. 

Finally, steps to be taken in the near future towards the completion of this thesis will be 

discussed. 

 

4.1 Steps taken so far 
 

Already, several fruitful steps have been taken towards the purpose of this thesis, and an already 

operational implementation exists in the platform of the conversational robot Ripley. Some of 

these steps are described in detail in [Roy, Hsiao and Mavridis 2004, Mavridis and Roy 2005].  

 

In more detail, the major steps taken so far are: 

1) A specific proposal for an overall GSM architecture, which can be customized to specific 

demands, and which supports embedded GSM’s and bidirectionality between senses and 

language has been made, and representations and processes have been coded (figure 2). 

2) A modular architecture running on multiple CPU’s in which the GSM resides in a central 

module has been implemented (figure 3). 

3) A theoretical hierarchy of overall agent models for ECAs (in which the GSM figures centrally) 

has been proposed. 

4) A paper discussing two relevant topics has been written [Mavridis 05]: the topic of incremental 

design methods producing a design given a behavioral specification, and the topic of prerequisites 

for using psychological tests for specification / evaluation of robots. 

5) An operational implementation in the platform of the conversational robot Ripley has been 

built. In such a working system, various modules have to be built around the GSM, for example 

in order to: 

a) propose changes of GSM contents on the basis of incoming sensory data (visual, 

proprioceptive, verbal "informs"),  

b) perform action selection and/or planning 

Also, specific methods are proposed for moving between natural language statements and GSM 

categorical layer data & operations. For example, in the existing system algorithms have been 

devised/used for: 

a) extracting semantic frames from incoming speech transcripts 

b) performing speech act classification (inform vs. request for physical action vs. request for 

speech action etc.) 

c) performing object referent resolution ("the big black ball") or event referent resolution ("when 

your head moved") 

6) Extensive demonstrations of the capabilities of the existing implementation on the robot Ripley 

have been given during Media Lab open houses. 
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Figure 2: GSM Representational Hierarchy 

 

Figure 3: Existing Modular architecture

 

4.2 Comparison to other existing conversational robots 
 

Below, a short review of existing robots with conversational abilities is given. The approaches 

taken towards connecting language with perception and action will be briefly examined, as well 

as their behavioral repertoires. 

 

In [Crangle and Suppes 94], the authors propose a natural-model semantics which they apply to 

the interpretation of robot commands, in two robotic aids for the disabled. As the above robots are 

not equipped with perceptual systems, a model of the environment consisting of 3D object 

positions and properties is entered manually into a knowledge base. Total confidence and 

complete knowledge is assumed. In [McGuire et al. 02], a Bayesian network interconnects visual 

to verbal information about objects. The system can interpret gestures, and includes visual 

attention mechanisms, but can only handle action requests. In [Sofge et al. 03], an occupancy map 

built by range sensor data plays part of the role of a GSM. Objects are individuated, and spatial 

relations are exploited in answering questions and interpreting action requests. 

 

Cynthia Breazeal’s Leonardo robot [Breazeal et al. 04], is her central experimental vehicle 

towards building humanoids that can act as cooperative partners for humans. Leonardo currently 

uses a cognitive architecture built on top of the c5 codebase, an extension of c4 [Burke et al. 01]. 

A centrally located “Belief system” module interconnects speech, vision and action. Hierarchical 

structures called “percept trees” classify sensory inputs to “snapshots” which are fed to the belief 

system, which decides whether to create or update beliefs about objects and their properties. Also, 

the system models human beliefs with representations having the same structure, in a similar way 

that we do using embedded GSM’s. Furthermore, the system models attentional focus, which our 
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system currently does not. However, our existing implementation on Ripley has three novel 

abilities compared to all of the above mentioned systems: 

 

A) Quantifying and expressing confidence in beliefs:  

When asked about the location of an object that the robot hasn’t seen for a while, it might answer, 

“Probably at the left, but maybe not”, expressing uncertainty since the object might have been 

moved while the robot was not looking. Similarily, when its verbal information does not enable 

specific categorical knowledge, it might respond to: “what color is the object on your left?” with 

“I have no idea”. 

B) Imagining situations described through language: 

The robot can understand commands such as “Imagine an object at the left”, or descriptions such 

as “There is a small object at the right”. Such speech acts are translated into representations that 

may later be related to sensory input. 

C) Remembering and resolving temporal referents: 

The robot can keep track of salient past events and talk about them. This enables the robot to 

answer questions such as “What color was the object that was at the center of the 

table when the red one appeared?” or respond to commands such as “Pick up the object that was 

at your left when your head started moving”. 

 

The GSM-based design has been instrumental in attaining these abilities. 

 

4.3  Steps to be taken during the thesis 
 

In the following months, the existing system will be augmented / partially redesigned, in order to 

enable the evaluation of the robot’s language comprehension abilities using a standard and widely 

used test of children’s language comprehension (the Token Test for Children, [DiSimoni 78]). 

This test will be administered to the robot by a trained speech-language pathologist. One main 

aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the proposed method for designing embodied conversational 

assistants through an autonomous robot that scores comparably to a normally-developing three-

year old child on this test. Furthermore, attempts will be made to enrich the semantics provided 

by the models currently used in the system in order to address more general spatial relations, as 

well as nested topological locations through the use of spatial domains. 
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5 Contributions, extensions, timeline & resources 
 

The projected major/minor contributions of the proposed research are given here, as well as some 

some longer-term post-thesis directions for extension. Finally, the projected timeline and required 

resources are discussed. 

 

5.1 Contributions 
 

Specifically, I hope to contribute to the field by providing the following novelties: 

a) Architecture for Grounded Situation Models (GSM) that connect to both Language & Senses 

b) Prototype of a conversational robot with situated conversational abilities that far surpass 

existing systems, and which might act as a baseline for future systems. 

 

Finally, the following projected side-gains of the proposed work might also prove noticeable: 

c) Design Method that translates behavioral specs into Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) 

d) Set of requirements for meaningful administration of human tests on robots 

e) Models providing grounded semantics to a central subset of english 

f) A working platform extensible in many directions. 

g) A real-world system useful for reflecting on theory, and providing useful insights on 

semantics, cognitive architectures, as well as aspects of implementing complex  systems. 

 

5.2 Longer-term extensions 
  

The following directions for longer-term extensions can be foreseen, initial investigations across 

many of which have already taken place, and might well be extended during the execution of the 

thesis: 

 

a) Richer shapes 

Incorporation of multiple-view geometry routines, shape category recognition, shape attribute 

classification etc. 

b) Action planning & goals 

Currently, Ripley action selection system is effectively equivalent to a (stimulus, GSM context)-

to-response table. Experimentation with multi-step ahead action planners, as well as partial 

planning (in the sense of [Bratman 87]). Simple affective states modulating action selection might 

also be introduced. 

c) Active sensing 

Replacement of current perceptual system with "on-demand" active sensing integrating bottom-

up (percept-driven) and top-down (goal-driven) motivations. 

d) Full representation of mind of others 

Full embedded GSM, encoding beliefs and goals of others. Speech planning on the basis of the 

beliefs and goals of others and their expected responses to statements. Some prerequisites: eye 

tracking, action recognition etc. 

e) On-line learning 

Integrate learning of word meanings with demonstration of abilities 

 

5.3 Timeline 
 

I plan to implement the design that covers the “Token Test” requirements during the 

spring/summer semesters of 2006, and devise/implement extensions as well as administer tests 

and run evaluations during the subsequent fall. 
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5.4 Resources 
 

No resources beyond the existing Robot Ripley, the computers running its code, and associated 

instrumentation are foreseen to be needed. All of the above are already available to me at the 

Media Laboratory. 
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